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In practices of case trial, the main three matters, which should be dissolved by 
the judge in the civil case trial, are finding of case facts, finding of corresponding 
regulations and making a just decision resulting from combination of the first two 
matters. The methods that the judge arrives at just decisions are multiple, but the most 
important one is to argue that case fact-finding is suitable and correct. In the sense, it’s 
important for judges to decide case facts correctly. Only on the basis of a correct 
determination of case facts, can the judge make a fair decision, applying law suitably. 
And then, other matters arise, that is, what’s the scope of facts that should be found? 
Whether the judge has obligation to examine case facts on his or her own initiative? 
How the judge improves skill of fact-finding? The matters above should be solved in 
practices of civil case trial. It’s an effective approach to settle the problems existing in 
the trial practices to resolve the matters above. It benefits maintenance of the trial 
stability and definitude to discuss and improve methods of case fact-finding.  
Based on analysis on the mode of fact determination power, the writer advances 
three suggestions as to how to perfect fact-finding by the judge. First, fact-finding 
should center on the claims and demurs of the suit parties. Second, the judge can find 
case facts only on special circumstances. The last one, judge interpretation can serve 
as a supplement. However, the first issue that should be settled is to determine the 
scope of case facts. Therefore, in order to help the judge get a clear understanding 
about methods of case fact-finding in civil suit practices, on the basis of analysis of 
approaches and methods of fact-finding, this article advances some suggestions as to 
how to construct a lawsuit mechanism of fact-finding, which is centered on trial at 
court,  
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